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Onsombil – An Overview

For a long time now I have been waiting to write an album, something that speaks of  me, the 

places I have lived and of  my concern for the future. Shuffling grooves, lush production, wide 

spectrum textures and instrumentation, and groove-based improvisation all performed, recorded 

and mixed with a rough precision. Some pieces are intended to send shivers down spines, while  

others are plain fun. Throughout the album I strive to maintain a sense of  mystery while still  

embracing  the  beats  and bass  that  hit  the  hips  to  move  legs  and nod heads.  Onsombil is  a 

summation  of  my  favourite  parts  of  the  best  gigs  I  have  witnessed;  a  conglomeration  of 

moments from a broad spectrum of  records. This album is a practical investigation into my 

musical aesthetic, which is to say, my musical taste, and the perception and expression of  beauty 

in nature and art (Latham 2002, p.15). This unearths music that caters for the heart, mind and 

body. It is a head dip to the past and its combined musical depth, and a quiet finger in the air  

raised towards the poker face of  the rulebook — and it is unequivocally my own. 

My Musical Background - Understanding the Eclecticism

This album was always destined to be the product of  late nights in a dark room, but it could not  

have come to be without the music that has punctuated my life. From the swirling dizziness of  

the Penguin Cafe Orchestra in the family lounge, to being terrified by the din of  the percussion  

section of  the Christchurch Symphony Orchestra. From Don McLean to Johnny Clegg. AC/DC 

to Deep Forest. Bob Marley, Photek, Cornelius and a myriad of  jazz: all have left their musical 

imprint  on  me.  More  important  still  were  the  revelations  brought  to  me  by  Nirvana:  that 

brilliance could be as rough as guts, and furthermore, that popular music making is not just for 

the technically precise, but that it can also accommodate musicians who above all else are truly  

passionate. Discovering the Jimi Hendrix Experience around this same time led me to a related 

realisation: that technical brilliance or virtuosity could be expressed in rough sounding music if  it  
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is so intended. If  it were not for the liberation of  expression gifted to me by these revelations I  

daresay I would not be a musician today. 

From the  age  of  twelve  to  the  present  day  I  have  been  subjected  to  musical  oddities  and 

schooled in a vast miscellany of  left of  field niches by a close friend whose emphatically diverse  

and extensive selection of  records spilled from his room into the lounge which housed his 

father's even more extensive collection. We had access to both of  these from around midnight 

and the afterglow of  these late night listening sessions has had a profound influence on my 

eclectic taste in music.

Curiously,  the  explosion  of  Nirvana,  grunge  and  all  its  ragged  power  arrived  to  mid  90's 

Christchurch around the same time as Rave culture,  which brought with it  a blurry  haze of 

gabba,  happy hardcore,  ambient  and jungle.  As a teenager,  straddling these disparate  musics 

seemed the natural thing to do, as did joining my first rock band within weeks of  starting drum 

lessons, and joining the school jazz band and the school orchestra on bass guitar. 

My time at Linwood High was critical to my musical development. It is far from the top of 

Christchurch's educational pecking order, both in terms of  prestige and decile ranking, but it is 

special in the way it melds such a wide spectrum of  sociocultural norms and niches. Some great 

music  has  been made at  that  school,  and there  is  a  disproportionate number of  prominent 

players  in  New Zealand's  music  scene  who  have  made  do  in  those  modest  classrooms  as 

teenagers. In my final year at that school I joined a band that proved pivotal to my musical life.  

Yaka Yo made a dank blend of  jazz, reggae and Latin styles that saw us place third in front of  a  

home  crowd  at  the  Smokefree  Rockquest  National  Finals.  The  excitement  that  this  left  

reverberating through me clarified that music was the path I would follow.

Through my late teens I watched from the dance floor the rise of  New Zealand live dance music 

epitomised by bands like Bunyip, Salmonella Dub and Shapeshifter, who were busy rewiring lines  

of  dub into music influenced by the emerging rave scene. This had a profound effect on me as I  

began to understand the reciprocity that exists between band-based and electronic music.  
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At the age of  seventeen, with a new found commitment to music I jumped on a flight to Costa  

Rica's Caribbean coast, where I spent a year on exchange as the whitest kid in a city of  30,000. 

The only strong musical correlation between here and my homeland was the reggae I had begun 

to discover in the previous year, and the metallers I befriended there.

During this year my musical  experience was dominated by a heady mix of  salsa,  merengue, 

reggae, dancehall, rock latino, reggaeton and soca. One particular night I lay awake late listening 

for the next note from the low B string of  the bass to travel the half  kilometre from the local 

nightclub to my bedroom. This style of  merengue taught me a resounding lesson in the powerful 

simplicity  of  sparse  deep  bass  lines.  Also  leaving  lasting  impressions  upon  me  were  the 

phenomenal carnival percussion and dance troupe that practiced a few metres from my house, 

and the school marching band for which I was honoured to play lead snare drum. 

Upon returning to New Zealand I reached another turning point which led me to move to  

Dunedin to study music at Otago University. I had spent the night roaming the Port Hills with  

some close  friends in  celebration of  the life  of  a  good friend who died driving those hill's 

winding roads while I was a world away basking in Caribbean rhythm. As the sun rose ending 

that night I held a rare moment of  clarity within the confusion of  the returning traveller and 

decided that music was going to be my central focus. I applied to study contemporary music at  

Otago that very day.

Prior to my move south to Otago, my impressions of  Dunedin music were based largely on the 

schoolings of  my record collecting friend; High Dependency Unit (HDU), Cloudboy and Crude 

featured  on  mixtapes  and  in  late  night  listening  sessions.  However,  the  clearest  and  most 

enduring impression was made by the two HDU shows I  saw during my mid-teens,  one in 

particular being, to this day, the most passionate live performance I have witnessed. The after-

effects of  this show and the writings of  the New Zealand music press kept this band at the  

forefront of  my mind. So it came as some surprise to me upon moving to Otago that very few 

Dunedinites  actually  knew of  this  band.  This  was  my first  experience of  the  reality  that  in 
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Dunedin it  is  very hard for local  artists to impress and make inroads into the non-musician 

Dunedin crowd. Reaching a local audience for my music is a challenge I will approach in the 

promotional  phase  of  this  work.  This  will  begin in  earnest  now that  I  have completed the  

academic component of  the project.

Studying Music at Otago broadened my musical knowledge while consolidating much of  what I 

had already learned. It developed my critical thinking and taught me the value and power in  

musical  restraint.  Perhaps  most  influential  though  have  been  the  bands  I  joined,  and  the 

musicians I have met. Live drum n bass and roots band Sanka (2002) consumed my first few  

years in Dunedin and taught me many things about electronic dance music structures and the 

beauty and power of  female vocal melody and harmony. 

Much of  my understanding  of  very  complex  music  comes from my time playing  odd and 

polyrhythmic grooves with subject2change (2009). This band has played a mixture of  jazz, Latin 

and boisterous fusion, and is now dabbling in live and studio improvised experiments including a 

recent show with acclaimed Portuguese percussionist Pedro Carneiro (2010).

Work and play in jazz trios of  changing line-ups drummed into me an essence of  jazz, even as  

we would accept the paycheck that ofttimes co-opts the explosive experimentalism at the true 

heart of  this music, forcing it into the confines of  the client's perceived sophistication. In recent  

years  my  time  in  Entropy  Trio  has  been  fruitful  as  the  group  explores  the  freedoms  and 

limitations of  a three-piece with no harmony instrument. The band features bass, drums and 

saxophone alone.  Our complex arrangements juxtaposed with sparse grooves has taught me 

valuable lessons in contrast. Unfortunately, we have no recorded output.

Playing  heavy  reggae  grooves  with  Irie  Eyes  (2007)  and  dubbing  my  drum beats  manually 

without effects helped to keep the offbeat and bass-heavy flame alight, while many years and  

tours with Julian Temple Band (formerly Juju Crew) (2006; 2009; 2010) have taught me about the  

power, beauty and malleability of  song. 

It is since I moved to Dunedin in 2000 that I have spent late nights in front of  the computer 
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composing a curious blend of  electronic music. But it was since the age of  thirteen, when I first  

heard of  the amazing recording powers of  a computer that I have been envisaging some of  this  

music: a platter of  hiphop, ambient, drum n bass, glitch and dubstep. Away from the pressures 

of  the expectations of  a band, and without the correlation of  time and money that is so firmly 

entrenched in the professional studio, using a computer has become my best option to truly 

write my own music. 

In the midst of  this Dunedin-based musical fecundation I extracted myself  to Santiago de Chile 

for another exchange. At the Universidad Católica de Chile, principally under the tutelage of  

Carlos Vera (2009), I was schooled in the precision and discipline of  classical percussion. I also 

received conga and drum kit lessons from very accomplished tutors. I was also lucky enough to  

stumble into two bands, one an original and forward thinking jazz trio, the other a brother and 

sister  team writing  beautiful  poetic  songs  in  a  modern  continuation  of  the  nueva  canción 

tradition. The sister, Ana Maria Barria can be heard on the track 'I to I'. 

Following this time overseas I became ensconced in Latin music and eventually submitted my 

Honours  dissertation  about  Cuban hiphop  group Orishas  and their  interesting  place  in  the 

world. Of  course I continued to listen to new music; among the most influential of  more recent 

years  being  Burnt  Freidman,  Ernest  Ranglin,  Latin  jazz,  Trinity  Roots,  Fat  Freddy's  Drop, 

dubstep and above all the Cinematic Orchestra. Their album Everyday (2002) is my favourite to 

this day, as well as being a key touchstone to the musical direction of  Onsombil .

These brief  descriptions of  crucial  moments in  my musical  life  allow a clear  view into the  

specific circumstances that have informed this album. These are the experiences of  music I have 

filtered to create this music.  Onsombil is confident in its form and essence, but with the focus 

being drawn between the competing peripheries of  my wide musical taste. My whole musical 

history is in this album.
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Style and Sound

From the outset I had a strong idea of  the aesthetic I would use to overarch this album, though 

at times I did allow the music to develop its own momentum and directions: deep bass, clear and 

lush production bound up in an aesthetic of  rough precision — a deliberate blurring of  the lines  

between the naked imperfection of  a live jazz recording and the pristine metrics of  electronic  

dance music production.  Rich and organic, beautiful and dark, optimistic and realist. Blending 

such a disparate array of  influences into one work could lead to incoherence, but this eclecticism 

is  tempered by the use of  shared motivic ideas,  self-sampling and a consistency in  the core 

instrumentation of  the album. This was integral to creating a cohesive whole and to creating the 

illusion of  an ensemble.  This is what I mean by organic, not only an essence of  natural artistic 

order,  but  also  characterised  by  a  systematic  connection  and  coordination  of  parts  in  an 

organised  whole  (Simpson  and  Weiner  1989,  pp.920-921). Double  bass  is  the  warm gently 

binding glue that holds it all together with support from my subtly shambolic drumming style,  

sparse open piano and repetitive rhythm guitar. These guitar parts are always fingerpicked or 

strummed, are sometimes percussive and often feature combinations of  static and moving parts 

within chord shapes. The bass is charged with defining harmonic progressions as well as with 

undermining them through the introduction of  new modal elements. The bass parts have a 

strong predilection for sparseness and long notes, which has the effect of  making the bass an 

eminently noticeable part of  the music. For an overview of  the album's instrumentation please 

refer to Appendix A. 

In my music the interval of  a fourth is prominent, and its role in removing clear major or minor 

distinctions  in  favour  of  more  open  and ambiguous  sonorities  is  an integral  source  of  the 

contention between darkness and optimism in this project. This, coupled with the characteristic  

intervalic breadth of  quartal harmony (harmony characterised by a perfect fourth (Christ et al 

1980)), affords ample space for disputing scale degrees. Furthermore, the fourth is often a covert  

expression of  pentatonicism; after all, any stack of  five fourths can be rearranged into a major 
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and a minor pentatonic scale. “Pentatonic scales give music a greater feeling of  space...more air,  

space and light...” (Levine 1995, p. 194), than do heptatonic scales, meaning that, like the interval  

of  the fourth, pentatonic scales inherently allow a greater flexibility of  choice of  the intervening 

notes, which in turn encourages polymodality and contention between scale degrees. Indeed this 

is founded in the characteristics of  the fourth and its fundamental relationship to pentatonicism. 

The interval of  the fourth and its pentatonic implications both play essential roles in promoting 

the harmonic ambiguity and polymodality of  this album.

The piano parts often tend away from purely triadic harmony and frequently employ basic dyads  

in a strategy that avoids the clutter that can be created by such a harmonically rich instrument. 

This  helps  give  the  music  a  more open sound.  It  also  facilitates  the  harmonic  ambiguity  I  

intended to create by splitting the progression of  harmony across instruments. 

The approach to drumming that I have taken is perhaps the epitome of  the notion of  rough 

precision that  I  have used as the  overarching aesthetic  for this  album.  Taking much of  my 

inspiration from post 1960s jazz drummers,  and in particular  Mitch  Mitchell  (from the Jimi 

Hendrix  Experience  (1992)),  I  aim  to  play  in  sympathy  with  the  music  while  introducing 

unexpected quirks that both respond to, and instigate, changes in the music. Mitchell's shambolic 

approach to playing has been a huge influence on my style; it opened my mind to the importance 

of  finding a balance between roughness and precision. It also introduced me to the potential  

malleability of  groove, wherein the drummer can choose to sit on, in front of, or behind the 

beat. My approach to drumming in general is to internalise the essence of  the song's groove. 

Usually this is centred in the interplay between the bass and the unembellished essence of  the 

drum beat and how these interact with the harmony. Once I have this internal touchstone of 

groove I am largely freed from the constraints of  counting and over-thinking my beats and 

embellishments. This leads to an organic and reciprocal relationship between the drum parts and 

the rest of  the music. I have largely avoided drum fills in favour of  embellishing the beats to 

create  contrast.  This  creates  fewer  ruptures  in  groove  and  helps  the  music  flow  along  its  
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understated path. I chose this approach to drumming in part to avoid creating an album that  

sounds like it was made by a drummer. I have no qualms with my role as a drummer; rather I did  

not want to rely on rhythm and beats to bear this album's weight. I wanted to create the illusion  

of  a band playing this music.

Essential to my vision for this album was for it to be a strong whole: an album designed to be  

listened to in one sitting. As such I have employed a variety of  structural, compositional and 

sampling techniques  to help cohere  the eclectic  constituents  of  my music.  Making seamless 

transitions between tracks is one such important technique. Physically linking tracks blurs the 

boundaries that delineate them while simultaneously proving their compatibility and showing 

their similarities. In order for this track-linking to function, an overarching contour of  harmony 

and mood was essential. This enabled me to create long-scale tension and resolution within the  

album. 

Throughout much of  the album I have striven to perpetuate a sense of  mystery. To achieve this I 

have  gone  to  considerable  lengths  to  make  the  tonalities  of  many  of  these  pieces  remain 

ambiguous. To maintain cohesion through this process of  obscuring tonality I have employed a  

recurring contention between Bb and B, a frequent dispute centred around scale degree six, as  

well as other less pervasive, though still binding and recurring, commonalities. The polymodality 

that results from this is an integral ingredient of  the sound palette of  this album. Self-sampling  

was  another  important  method  I  used  to  restate  themes  between  tracks  and  establish 

commonalities across the breadth of  the album. These methods and their specific uses in this  

album are discussed in more detail in the following sections of  analysis.
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Digital Music at My Fingertips 

Perhaps the biggest influence on my composition technique comes from the computer-based 

home recording approach that I employ. Creating music on a computer is not a new experience 

for me. I have been tinkering away at this confusing pursuit since I moved to Dunedin in 2000.  

However,  this  is  the  first  time  that  I  have  composed  a  cluster  of  pieces  that  sound 

predominantly  like  an  ensemble  as  opposed  to  the  permutations  of  electronic  music  I  had 

composed in the past. Throughout my years of  playing in bands I have become very used to the 

immediacy of  collaborative band composition, and so studio composition can at times seem 

frustratingly slow. This computer-based approach also discards the benefits of  sharing the effort  

amongst band members, and precludes the sparks of  ideas that ignite amongst musicians in the 

practice room and onstage. Composing single-handedly using multiple instruments and replacing 

the interpersonal and musical dynamics of  a band with the precise and endlessly manipulable 

arranging power of  a computer is an altogether more time consuming process. 

There are however many benefits to computer-based arrangement. The first, and in my case the 

most important, is that it is a very effective means to achieve my musical intention. This album is  

a  powerful  tool  for  communicating this  to other  musicians  and will  be  of  great  use as  the 

Onsombil project becomes a live unit. To be clear, I know the musicians who can bring this  

music to the stage, some early evidence of  which can be seen in Video Appendix B. I am talking 

about musicians playing music concerned with sounds, textures and beats; also chords, forms 

and notes, but usually not in a notated form. This means that handing out sheet music at a  

rehearsal is simply not the best way to work in this genre. Indeed, many aspects of  this music 

cannot be notated effectively in a commonly understood way. From the exact tone of  a synth 

patch to the push and pull  of  the pulse between the bass and drums: these are things best 

conveyed  by example.  Another  key  aspect  of  this  music  is  that  there  are  plenty  of  spaces 

between notes. Many of  the parts are sparse at times. Even in the bass, which I consider to be 

the absolute heart of  this project, there are often long pauses within the lines themselves. A case 
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in point is the chorus in the final piece 'Wa/onder'. Of  course not playing is very easy, but to 

convey to a group of  musicians something like when to refrain from playing,  without using 

notation, and in a consistently musical way, would be a difficult thing to do without a recorded  

arrangement.  Recording  this  album was  the  best  way  to  convey  my  musical  intentions  for 

Onsombil, to the future musicians of  the band. Beyond the release of  this album I do not intend 

to preserve  these pieces exactly  as  they are.  Instead I  consider  these  recordings as  versions 

intended to serve as a strong reference point, rather than a blueprint, for the live incarnation of 

Onsombil to respect as we explore outwards from this first  offering. Through this, Onsombil 

will develop whilst regaining the real-time interactions between musicians that are largely absent 

from this album. 

Another hugely influential aspect of  computer-based composition is the large degree of  editing 

flexibility. When instruments have been recorded one at a time there is no spill between them, 

meaning  that  the  potential  for  moving  any  recorded  part  to  any  given  position  in  the 

composition, or indeed within the whole album, is limited only by the musicality of  the resulting 

recontextualisation of  the part. A good example of  this is in the horn section in 'Firstup' which 

is played by Paul Young and was recorded while he listened to the section where the horns first  

appear on the album ('Firstup' 2:13). I then duplicated and shifted these parts to positions later 

in the piece. In fact, all the saxophone parts on this album were from this one recording made as 

Paul improvised and played predetermined parts to 'Firstup'.  Just as producers around the globe 

sample the music of  others to create their music, I have heavily self-sampled to fulfil a number 

of  musical needs. Firstly, I love the experience of  hearing a familiar musical idea presented in a  

new light. My favourite example from this album is when the violin part from 'I to I' is reprised 

in Part B of  'Offtoo' (4:45). Not only does this self  sampling give me quick access to an ample 

palette of  stylistically appropriate parts but, when kept strictly within the bounds of  an album 

project  like  this,  it  also  contributes  to  a  strong  continuity  between  tracks  founded  on  the 

changing interrelationships between common musical parts.
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Another major advantage of  my laptop recording setup is its portability. When I travelled back 

to Chile in 2009 to revisit for the first time those friends from my year there in 2003, I was able 

to fit into a modest backpack my laptop, hard drive, audio interface, three microphones and all  

the necessary cables and adaptors.  It  was with this equipment that I  was able to record the 

clarinet that appears in 'LOSTiNSOUND' and the vocal part in 'I to I'. In short, it was this 

technology that enabled me to include a Chilean aspect to this album, something that was very 

important to me as my time there was so musically formative. It must be acknowledged however,  

that this is not the only way I could have achieved this.

As I alluded to earlier, a major benefit of  the home based recording approach is the comparative 

absence of  time pressure when compared to recording in a hired studio. For a project such as  

this, in which I have sought to distil the essence of  what makes me tick musically, this freedom 

to take the time necessary has allowed this album to become what I had envisaged: a carefully  

considered statement of  musicality.

In spite of  such benefits, afforded by the freedoms of  the home studio, there are a number of 

downsides to this manner of  recording and composing, and these deserve some discussion as 

similar  problems  are  faced  by  many musicians  in  this  rapidly  evolving  era  of  technological  

creativity.
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The Downside of  Music Technology

The main problem is inextricably linked to the very same absence of  time pressure that has been 

so instrumental to my wholly satisfied completion of  this album. When a long time-frame is  

coupled  with  the  truly  vast  array  of  options  afforded  by  computer-based  composition,  I  

frequently found myself  taking tangential deviations in attempts to achieve the precise sound 

aesthetic I wanted to create. Whether it  was a few hours spent auditioning synth patches to  

create the perfect effect, or a whole day chopping up an entire composition in order to make the 

same musical statement in a more concise fashion, these processes of  trial and error end up 

consuming a large amount of  time. Often these processes of  refinement had exciting musical 

results,  but were frequently inappropriate to the overall  aesthetic  of  the album, thus adding 

considerable time to the project, but little perceptible value. 

Another problematic area was the strengths and limitations of  various music making computer 

programmes. To compose all the tracks on the album I used Ableton Live (Ableton AG 2010),  

which was the programme I was most familiar with at the time I began the project. It is designed 

to produce music and perform it live from a laptop; it is fast and easy to use and, as such, is a 

powerful tool to quickly record and sequence ideas. It has some very clever approaches to music  

making that surpass the other composition tools I have used, but as Ableton is focused on dance 

music production the company continues to ignore a few significant shortcomings for producers 

who take a more band-based approach.  As such it was necessary for me to transfer my sessions 

into Logic (Apple Inc. 2010) to do my final mixes. This highlighted some other common issues 

for  computer  musicians:  computing  power  and hard  drive  storage  space.  The  two  possible 

methods of  transferring the audio from Live to Logic were both very time consuming. One 

involves rewiring each separate audio and MIDI track from Live and recording them separately  

into Logic as audio. The processing power required to run both programmes simultaneously can 

easily crash a modern laptop. If  the computer records at first, it still may crash towards the end 

of  the process, as it creates gigabytes of  new audio files which can clog up free hard drive space 
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and gradually reduce the computer's capacity to process audio. The alternative is to manually 

consolidate all audio files in Live then copy them, along with certain additional effects tracks, 

into Logic. It took a week of  hard work to transfer the whole album by a combination of  both  

methods before any further mixing could commence.

Another problem when writing beats and grooves on a computer is the difficulty in coaxing 

human sounding inflections and imperfections from the grid based computer music systems. 

When using  MIDI,  careful  adjustments  of  note  velocities  and timing are  often  required  to 

simulate the minute variations of  the human touch. Such editing can sometimes lead to difficulty  

in creating natural sounding loops especially where the loop point spans a drum hit or cymbal  

decay. These problems are always surmountable but in some cases I had to resort to very time 

consuming micro editing of  MIDI events and audio regions.

One last issue is inextricably tied in with another of  the benefits to my composition method. 

While recording parts one at a time means I have the benefit of  great editing flexibility and the 

ability to get parts exactly as I intend, this also means I am unable to capture the natural effect of  

room  acoustics  on  multiple  instruments  played  simultaneously,  nor  of  microphone  bleed 

between instruments. With this music I intended to completely blur the lines between a live band 

sound and the deep richness of  my favourite dance music production. Partly because of  this it  

was important that at certain points in the album I compensated for the lack of  natural acoustics  

with subtle effects to imply acoustic space. 

Such production issues posed the biggest challenges of  the project. Thus many of  the major 

obstacles and achievements were concerned with successfully using the complicated arrays of 

music production tools to overcome these obstacles. In many ways the music itself  was the easy 

part.
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 Composition Aesthetic

The wide range of  influences to this album emanate from points across a broad timespan. The 

most modern constituents are the synthesised sounds that indicate to an educated listener that  

this music is probably post 1990's.  Certain digital effects, particularly bit-crushing distortions, 

also have a modern sound while other aspects of  the production, such as recording some drum 

tracks with only a stereo pair of  microphones, hark back many decades and reference my love of  

music from the 1960's and 1970's. I do hope, and I think that it is realistic to do so, that the  

sound aesthetic of  this album will not date quickly.

My approach to composition is not informed by the clear understanding of  the guidelines and 

norms of  harmony afforded by a swift theoretical mind. This is due in part to the fact that I 

have never achieved musical fluency on any instrument other than the drums.  To me, musical 

fluency  is  characterised  by  the  ability  to  play  confidently  in  predetermined  and  improvised 

situations, especially within a group setting. This is a freedom I enjoy only behind the drum kit.  

On the rare occasion that I need sheet music to assist in the learning of  a piece of  music I only 

ever use it for the shortest time possible before committing to memory its shape and feel. I do 

this because the music is always more enjoyable to me when I can focus all my attention on  

making every aspect of  my playing contribute to the music in the best way possible. In a live  

situation  I  find that  sheet  music  creates a  paper  thin  barrier  between me and my complete 

involvement in the music. To be able to play and remember complicated music of  many large  

and varied repertoires I have had to develop a keen understanding of  the architecture of  music,  

the momentums of  harmonies and the characters of  melodies. I do understand explicitly many 

of  the norms surrounding their use, but I prefer to keep a distance from the mathematics of  

melody and harmony to allow music to retain a modest element of  mystery to me.  This  is  

precisely as I want things to remain, as sensing and responding to mystery and all  the other  

moods of  music is at the heart of  my approach to playing and composition.

My  method  of  composition  nearly  always  begins  with  bass.  I  will  usually  feel  a  mood  or 
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sentiment that I want to capture in music, and then work the initial idea until I have achieved a  

bass foundation for the piece. A drum loop is usually the next addition and I will nearly always 

achieve this by repeatedly playing the beat on a drum kit while recording, and later choosing the  

best of  the take to create a loop with the appropriate feel. With this established I have a solid 

foundation to begin the process of  fleshing out ideas, and from which to deviate in pursuit of 

suitable contrasts. Contrast usually comes from guitars or emulated Rhodes plugins and these  

ideas tend to lead the piece towards its given harmonic form. My intention for this album was to 

favour harmonic ambiguity through the use of  polymodality, fourths, and a tendency to withhold 

the tonic in the bass in favour of  the fifth. Once the main body and structure of  the piece is in  

place I usually rerecord a drum part to decrease repetition and thereby increase the vitality of  the 

sound. From here it is a matter of  adding embellishments in the form of  effects, percussion, 

synths and the occasional vocal. I am fond of  including one off  events as these help to maintain  

the illusion of  the ensemble by increasing the humanity of  this rather produced music. A good 

example of  this is the group rest that welcomes the oboe in 'Dwobble' (2:18).

Unlike many styles of  music in which the writing, recording, and mixing and mastering of  a  

project are all relatively separated processes, my music-making blurs these processes into one 

constantly evolving, dynamic and reciprocal creative effort. A good example of  this is when I  

use delays to enhance the feel and sonic width of  a drum beat such as in Part A of  'Dwobble'.  

This delay adds significantly to the rolling shuffle of  the piece and was added a few weeks after  

the initial  recording of  this  drum part.  The added sustain of  these delays fills  a  significant 

portion of  the available sound space which allowed and encouraged more minimal parts from 

the  other  instruments.  Because  mixing,  composition  and  production  are  so  inextricably 

intertwined in this type of  music it has meant that opportunities for significant changes to the 

pieces have presented themselves even at very late stages in the process. This has allowed me a 

glimpse of  the remix potential in this music and has inspired my intentions to have the album 

remixed in its entirety by myself  and a hand picked and diverse selection of  producers. 
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Listening Notes and Explanations

These listening notes are intended to provide additional insight into the music and are by no 

means an exhaustive musical analysis;  nor do they constitute an in-depth explanation of  my 

composition methods. Rather, this section is a discussion of  the most important aspects of  each 

piece. These listening notes also include acknowledgements of  the musicians involved and their 

roles in the development of  their parts. 

Firstup

When I composed this piece I had already composed a number of  the pieces for the album, but 

it had become apparent that I needed an opening track in order to start planning the overall  

shape of  the album. I needed a welcome. Consequently, 'Firstup' is the most premeditated piece 

on  the  album  but  through  it  I  convey  honesty,  sure-sightedness  and  a  majestic  mood  of  

optimism. It  begins the album with a sparsely clothed view of  the heart of  my music;  raw,  

imperfect and beautiful double bass, gently confident and with a deep, sonorous beauty. This 

understated introduction requires  attention without demanding it:  the listener must pause to 

focus and by the moment of  the first key change (0:53), the music is saying “Now that I have 

your attention, take a listen to this...”, and from here on delivers a far more satisfyingly frequent  

succession of  musical keystones: strong rhythm, harmony, beat, and eventually, melody.

My intention was for the comfortably bare piano and double bass to endear itself  to the listener 

by honestly baring the heart and soul of  this music. Like those gifted public speakers who gently  

command the attention of  their audience, this gradual and understated introduction is composed 

to  create  a  hushed  calm  and  establish  focus  for  the  succession  of  entries  by  the  main 

instruments of  the album: a staggered introduction to the core ensemble. 

The very  beginning of  the  piece  sets  a  precedent  for  harmonic  ambiguity  with  its  opening 

statement of  stacked fourth sonorities:  F,  Bb and Eb, and then Eb,  Ab and Db. The open 

optimism and lack of  tonal specificity of  the perfect fourth is integral to Onsombil's sound and 
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their profusion here at the outset of  the album is an important statement and introduction of  

this sonic tool. Furthermore these stacked fourths place the harmony into further question as F, 

Bb and Eb belong to both Eb major pentatonic and Eb minor whereas Eb, Ab and Db belong 

to Eb minor pentatonic. This hint of  major tonality helps contribute the warmth of  welcome to 

the piece. 

The alternating bass notes pivoting between Bb and Ab cast the harmony into further doubt by 

steering clear of  the root note of  what is arguably the Eb tonic of  this piece. Accentuating the 

scale degree five in the bass right from the outset points to another characteristic of  Onsombil's  

sound: I frequently begin my bass lines on the fifth degree of  the tonality, which allows and 

encourages room for downward movement in the style of  descending bass line that I value so  

highly. However, when all the notes of  the bass part are taken into consideration they paint a  

different picture. The bass runs repeatedly reach up to C natural indicating that Eb Dorian is the 

true modality of  this section.

At 0:53 the bass shifts from Bb to Cb at the beginning of  the bass phrase. This semitone shift is 

a clear departure from the Eb Dorian of  the previous section and in the absence of  an Eb bass 

note, gives the impression of  a temporary key change to Cb Lydian. At this point it is worth  

noting that the contention between these two notes and their enharmonic equivalents (Bb and B)  

is a prominent, recurring feature of  this album.

By 1:07, with the entry of  the Em guitar skank the piece veers away from Cb, finally finding a 

somewhat precarious perch in Eb minor. It is precarious because full confirmation of  the Eb 

tonic  is  withheld  from the  bass  part  until  its  eventual  and highly  satisfying  re-entry  in  the 

breakdown section at 3:08. 

In  light  of  this  discussion,  Firstup  becomes  an  interesting  example  of  some  of  the  main 

characteristics  of  my  music,  not  least  those  I  employ  to  promote  harmonic  ambiguity:  

polymodality, the preponderance of  fourths and largely avoiding the tonic in the bass part. 

The skank part also references the opening chord of  the piece when in the third and fourth bar 
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of  its phrase the Gb (scale degree minor third) descends to F (scale degree two) which restates 

the interval of  a fourth between F and Bb within the guitar chord. I have noticed that the entry  

of  the skank (1:07) catches most listeners by surprise. The principal reason for this is that the 

piece until that point, especially the bass line, makes no reference to reggae, which is the usual  

context of  skank. My approach to bass lines and my use of  double bass is very different when 

compared to the characteristic role of  the bass guitar in reggae, and this is the main reason that  

the use of  skank on this album is unconventional. This is another important characteristic of  my 

music and can be attributed in part to my love for the music of  Ernest Ranglin (1996).

'Firstup' features fine Dunedin saxophonist Paul Young, with whom I wrote the horn parts. I  

gave him the brief  that the horn section entry was to be simple and significantly increase the 

weight of  the piece, and that to help this I would probably record a layer of  trombone at another  

time. He started out trying a few ideas as I pointed out the phrases I particularly liked. In an  

important display of  organicism, the phrase we chose (2:13) features a rhythm inspired by the 

semiquaver bass phrase that opens the album (this is shown in detail in the transcription that  

follows). We then employed a similar process of  trial and review to compose the intervening 

second and fourth time bars. Paul then harmonised these parts to his own liking. He is a fantastic  

horn section leader so I knew he would do a great job. However, it was my idea to include the  

slowly bending notes that I  so strongly associate with the musical  landscape of  Aotearoa:  a  

subtle reference to Karanga and Taonga Puoro. These can be heard in the third and fourth time 

of  the initial horn phrase. 

Tim Walsh also features prominently playing a low Ab down in my favourite register of  the 

trombone, and his simple part effectively punches the weight into the end of  the brass phrases 

giving them sustaining impact.  The mildly overdriven warmth of  his tone was partly achieved by 

running the signal through a guitar amplifier. This added significantly to its presence in the mix 

while also giving it a vintage tone with a rough edge that adds to the overarching aesthetic of  

rough precision.
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The last section of  this piece features two defining characteristics of  my music. The first is the 

shuffling beat displacement I often employ,  which in this case was created with delays. This  

section also features the first example of  bass hocket, wherein the double bass and sub bass  

synthesizer interlock by playing mostly in the spaces of  the other's part.

'Firstup'  establishes the album's trajectory  with its  laid back summary of  many of  the main  

components of  my studio productions: the gradual introduction of  layers, the breakdown, using 

skank in unexpected ways, half  time beats contrasting with faster shuffling beat displacements, a 

tone of  optimism and also a darker seriousness of  purpose through the use of  quartal harmony 

and polymodality. The way that the essence of  the song is carried by acoustic instruments, while 

computer generated sounds and production blur the line towards a dub influenced dance music 

aesthetic, is also characteristic of  my studio productions.
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Liberty

The start of  this piece is the first instance on the album of  tracks overlapping: a variation of  the  

bass line from the introduction of  'Firstup',  reprised over the new beat and tempo. The figure 

below shows the phrase common to both pieces transcribed with no key signature, to avoid 

confusion.

This is the same part that inspired the saxophone part in 'Firstup', which further increases the 

coherence between these pieces and creates a strong reminder of  the initial welcome and intent  

of  'Firstup'. Both the bass line, and the Ab to Bb in the piano at the beginning of  'Liberty'  

originate in 'Firstup'. In this new context, and in the absence of  Eb, this creates the impression  

that Bb may be the new tonic, thus laying the foundation for the eventual shift to Bb Lydian in 

the choruses of  this piece (1:21 and 2:43). The eventual modulation into the verse of  'Liberty'  

happens at  0:20 and is  achieved through a descent in  the bass that gives the impression of  

intending to arrive at Bb through the notes of  Bb minor. Instead of  this it pivots back to the  

fourth degree (Eb) which then resolves as a suspended fourth often would to D: the tonic of  the 

verses of  this piece. This modulation is also achieved through the Rhodes lead-in phrase that  

was one of  Aidan Fraser's main contributions to the piece. It is based on a hexatonic D blues 

scale (D, F, G, Ab, A and C), the first instance of  which is heard at 0:19. This, combined with the 

Eb in the bass part, creates a strong polymodality and harmonic ambiguity which endows the  

arrival at the new tonic with a great sense of  relief. While it is clear that D is the root, just exactly 

which is this new modality is in contention almost immediately with the inclusion of  a disputed 

sixth scale degree in the bass part. It contributes further polymodality as it courts D Dorian with 
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the inclusion of  a B in the second half  of  the second bar of  each four-bar bass-phrase. This is a  

new manifestation of  the characteristic contention between Bb and B that I mentioned in the  

discussion of  the 'Firstup'. Aside from the B in the bass, the verses of  'Liberty' stay in D Aeolian 

throughout. These things can be seen in the bass transcription below.

I had initially intended for 'Liberty' to be the first vocal track of  the album, which encouraged 

the verse/chorus approach to the main portion of  the structure of  this piece. However, as the 

album took shape it became clear that the vocal entry was better and altogether more powerful if  

left until track three. As such, 'Liberty' took a turn towards the textural, where the verses became 

shadowy landscapes of  eroded delays and the choruses dense walls of  enveloping, warm sound. 

The guitarist  with the best  name in the  business,  Mr Johnny Screech,  lends a  hand playing 

through his beautiful Fender Twin Reverb. He took the ideas I gave him for the sparse guitar  

embellishments of  the verses but it was his idea to play the Bb∆7 in the choruses (1:21 and 

2:43). Once Johnny suggested the idea we set about recording it four times over at high volume  

to get the guitar humming on the verge of  feedback and to extract the best tone from the valves 

of  the  amplifier.  I  love  the  openness this  chord  contributes  to the  piece;  it  instils  a  bright 

optimism between the brooding and dark verses. It also cements the choruses in Bb major which 

helps cohere the verses with the choruses, due to D Aeolian and Bb major sharing all but one 

note. 

The modulation from the verse to the chorus constitutes a modulation to the sixth scale degree 

Liberty Verse Bass Line
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of  D  Aeolian,  exactly  the  scale  degree  in  contention  during  the  verses  due  to  the  bass' 

juxtaposition of  Bb and B. This creates an air of  uncertainty around this new tonic, especially as  

the bass line in the chorus repeatedly descends to D, the tonic of  the verses. This, coupled with  

the prominent Eb in the bass, creates a feeling of  a repeated, fleeting visit to D Phrygian. In this  

way the choruses of  this piece also feature significant polymodality, this can be seen in the bass  

part below.

The transition from the chorus back to the verse is led by the sustained A of  the guitar's Bb∆7. 

It creates a tension that is not resolved properly until the Bb bass note of  the chorus relaxes 

down to A, which then leads the perfect cadence back to the D minor centre of  the next verse 

(2:02 and 3:24). 

Aside from the Rhodes lead-in phrase discussed earlier, Aidan Fraser's other major contributions 

to this piece were in the piano part in the second chorus and the main Rhodes part. The Rhodes 

part was inspired by the recording I had already done, but, through the process of  teaching  

Aidan the part, we decided to change the rhythm to its current form where there is a one beat 

rest  at  the  beginning of  every  two bars  thus  creating  a strong emphasis  on beat  two.  It  is  

stronger in its current form and is a good example of  the benefits and clarifications that are  

often the result of  musical collaboration.

The piano part was a direct replica of  the part I had recorded myself, but we decided to take  

advantage of  the great piano sound from his Nord keyboard, which particularly suited this piece. 

Because of  competing frequencies between this piano part and the aforementioned guitar part  

Liberty Chorus Bass Line
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the final mix features this piano part only fleetingly in the second chorus from 3:01. 

The second chorus also features a horn section part at 2:44 that was taken from the recording  

done for 'Firstup'. This instance of  self-sampling further restates the welcoming and optimistic  

intention of  that piece but presents it in a new light, which helps accentuate the contrast as the 

album takes its next turn towards the darker moods. 

At 4:05 the third verse of  the piece departs from D minor for the piano and bass duet of  the  

outro (the term outro refers to the final section of  a piece; I will use it often in the discussion of  

Onsombil). This section introduces a skeletal, atonal harmony which gradually coheres around an 

alternation between C minor pentatonic and Eb major: this becomes explicit at 4:44 with the re-

entry of  the bass. While these tonalities share the same palette of  notes, this contention between 

major  and  minor  is  important  as  it  continues  to  propagate  a  feeling  of  conflict  through 

harmonic  ambiguity.  The  modulation  to  the  C  tonality  of  the  outro  also  continues  the 

establishment  of  descent  as  a  central  feature  and  characteristic  of  my  music.  Descent 

predominates  within  instrumental  parts  as  well  as  being  the  overriding  direction  of  the 

modulations in this album. This outro section establishes some breathing space as it creates a  

strong contrast to the dense textures of  the rest of  the piece. It also serves the dual purpose of  

bringing focus back to the acoustic instruments at the heart of  this project and of  creating a  

purposeful and unforced transition into the key centre of  the next piece.
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I to I

This piece is inspired by my travels around New Zealand and the world. Its expansive charachter 

speaks of  the vastness of  the world and is written from the sometimes lonely perspective of  the 

solo traveller. The modulation from the outro of  'Liberty' into the beginning of  'I to I'  makes a 

perfect  cadence  into  F  Lydian.  The  widely  spaced  notes  of  the  Lydian  mode  constitute  a 

thematically fitting physical correlation between the subject matter and the music of  this piece; 

and this is a fundamental reason why, that despite its major tonality, this mode propagates a  

poignant feeling of  distance and detachment, and instils the harmony with a sense of  perpetual 

momentum and restlessness. Once again the bass begins on the fifth (C) meaning there is a  

strong  correlation  to  the  C tonic  of  the  outro  to  'Liberty',  while  also  constituting  another 

characteristic of  my music, as already mentioned in relation to the use of  the fifth in the bass  

line of  'Firstup'. 

'I to I' features the first appearance of  vocals on the album and it was after much cogitation on 

the matter that I decided that it was indeed appropriate for these to be in Spanish. As a non-

native Spanish speaker who has learned the hard way, I was concerned that these lyrics would be 

a source of  alienation because of  the language barrier  that many listeners would encounter.  

However, after further contemplation I realised that such a feeling of  alienation was precisely the 

cause of  the lonely perspective of  the traveller, meaning that this feeling is entirely appropriate 

to the song. Spanish speakers will of  course be able to simply understand these lyrics for the  

poetry they are. Furthermore, it is through my experiences overseas that I have gained many of 

my musical insights, specifically from my time in Spanish speaking countries of  Latin America, 

once again making Spanish an appropriate choice of  language as it speaks of  my musical history.  

These lyrics were recorded in Chile in September of  2009, on my first return trip since my time 

as a music student there in 2003. The lyrics were a collaboration between me and the vocalist 

Ana Maria Barria. I explained to her my idea that I wanted this song to be about how travelling  

outside one's comfort zone requires significant self  reliance, heightens the senses, and increases 
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attention and focus on all  things in  response to the vast  number of  new experiences to be  

assimilated. For me this was something that promoted intense clarification of  self, thus making it  

an important personal topic, one which I am sure is familiar to many. I told this to Ana one 

weekend and gave her an MP3 of  the track.  By the following weekend she had written the  

following lyrics and we recorded immediately with my portable recording setup:

Con los ojos descubiertos, salgo de mi pueblo antiguo,

el viaje despeja mi mirada.

With my eyes uncovered, I leave my old town,

the trip clears my sight.

Ví mi vida reflejada, en un paisaje de tierra,

por la lluvia pasaban mis sueños.

 

I saw my life reflected in the earth,

my dreams came and went with the rains.

 

Mis ojos fueron captando, más miradas más palabras,

fui guardando trozos de miradas.

My eyes kept capturing new gazes, more words,

I collected pieces of  visions as I went.
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Aprendí a ver dentro de mí, en el silencio.

Entre a la habitación, donde muchas voces me habitaron,

y muchos más paisajes anochecieron.

 In silence I learned to see inside myself.

I entered the space where many voices inhabited my being,

and where nightfall descended upon the many lands I had seen.

Please note that this translation is not literal. It conveys the meaning of  the poetry as a whole,  

which sometimes departs from the literal meanings of  the individual words. These lyrics are a  

beautiful description of  the specific subject matter I gave her. I am proud to include her work on 

this album.

The violin parts in this piece were played by Alex Vaatstra. I was first impressed by his playing at  

a small gig where he played exciting and rough accompaniment to a singer playing great songs 

with acoustic guitar. Because I left under the impression that Alex's playing that night was largely 

improvised it led me to imagine that this session would consist of  him improvising over the 

piece a number of  times, followed by me choosing the best parts of  the takes to patch together 

to my liking. As it turned out, he preferred to take direction from me. This led us to try many 

different variations before it became clear that the most powerful option was for the violin to 

follow the existing bass part. 

I to I Bass Line
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This was due in part to the unusual way the bass leads the harmonic rhythm to split the 7/4 

meter into an alternation between 3/4 and 4/4: a quirk that needed strengthening rather than 

potential confusion from a further contrasting part. The other important violin contribution to 

this  piece  is  the  rapid  tremolo  descent  that  first  appears  at  2:36  and  was  recorded  at  my 

insistence. Its eerie wail contributes to the poignant feeling of  solitude expressed in this piece.

Another interesting feature of  the bass part is a strong internal polarity in which the prominent 

V-I movement (A to D) pulls the piece momentarily towards D Dorian. In light of  D Dorian's  

repeat  intrusions  into the  harmony of  'I  to  I',  it  is  fair  to  conclude that  the  role  of  D is  

becoming more prominent, which will lend its future contention a greater sense of  conflict. This  

polymodality casts repeating shadows of  minor darkness into the otherwise dreamy F Lydian 

modality;  such  intrusions  of  darkness  are  reflected  in  the  lyrics  which  speak  of  rains  and 

nightfall.

When I compose or play in odd time signatures, like this piece, I try to ensure that the music  

retains a strong momentum. Sometimes I achieve this by establishing some kind of  repetitive 

basis to the groove. This can be explicit or implied in much the same way as clave underpins  

many Latin music styles. However in the case of  'I to I' it is the strong crotchet pulse of  the  

underlying 7/4 groove that carries the rhythm forward in a confident and natural way. These 

quarter notes can be heard explicitly on the washy ride cymbal in the drum beat. It must be  

noted that the drum part emphasises an alternation between 4/4 and 3/4 which is in opposition  

to  the  3/4  to  4/4  alternation  of  the  bass and  violin:  one  alternation  of  either  pattern 

encompassed by one bar of  the overarching 7/4 groove. This creates an interlocking groove that 

bounces  back  and forth  within  itself  contributing  to  a  repetitive  groove  that  is  difficult  to 

predict, thus enhancing the feeling of  instability and vulnerability that I intended to create with 

this piece. Despite this, the groove seems natural. This is due largely to the fact that both 3/4 

and 4/4 are rhythmic subdivisions that are very commonly used and therefore carry with them a  

strong sense of  familiarity. When the drum part straightens out at 3:03 the new beat introduces 
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another of  my methods for ensuring that an odd meter retains plenty of  solid groove. I establish  

an overarching half  time feel that features a backbeat on every second crotchet. In the following 

transcription I have notated the backbeats with square note-heads to avoid confusion with the  

other snares of  the beat.

This pattern continues uninterrupted by bar-lines meaning,  that in any odd-time groove,  the 

backbeats will fall on even-numbered beats during the first bar of  the alternation, and on odd  

numbers during the second. It takes two bars of  the odd-time phrase for the beat to realign 

itself. Also worth mentioning is the fact that the groove from this part of  the piece features  

accents in the form of  open hihats on beats one and seven of  the first bar of  the phrase. This is 

an  augmentation  of  the  3/4  to  4/4  bass  phrase  alternation,  in  which  the  phrase  length  is 

doubled to a 6/4 to 8/4 alternation: another example of  the organic interrelationships between 

parts in the music of  Onsombil.

Both the main drum grooves of  this piece employ simple and widely used devices: firstly straight 

crotchets, and then a regular backbeat, to ensure that the unusual meter of  7/4 retains a strong 

groove.  This  approach  uses  familiar  components  in  a  less  familiar  context,  much  like  the 

experiences associated with travelling the world. 

I to I Drum Beat 3:03
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LOSTiNSOUND

The beat box introduction to 'LOSTiNSOUND' continues the vocal communication that began 

in the previous piece. This helps make more personal the darkness and the loneliness of  this  

section of  the album. Because the whole groove of  this piece is established by my beat boxed 

vocal in conjunction with the bass, it is a statement of  my ownership of  this music and of  the  

personal experiences reflected in its moods. This piece meanders with a gentle purposefulness 

and expresses a sense of  being adrift and uneasy. This feeling is generated largely through the 

interplay between the rhythmically ambiguous bass line which swings like a pendulum between 

ternary and quarternary pulses, and the disconcerting deviations through a number of  modal 

areas. These features, combined with the juxtaposition of  ternary and binary rhythms between 

many more of  the parts, and the lack of  repetition in the drums, all contribute to the elusive 

thread of  purpose that weaves through this musical landscape void of  familiarity. Below is a  

transcription of  the bass line notated in the predominate key signature: F Locrian. Note the third  

and seventh bars are divided into four even note lengths, thus creating the quarternary phrases 

within the predominantly ternary rhythmic framework of  the piece.

The final  guitar motif  in  'I  to I'  features the notes of  a B diminished chord (B,  D and F), 

explicitly  stating  the  diminished  fifth  between  F  and  B (Cb  in  LOSTiNSOUND)  which  is 

arguably the most defining characteristic of  the impending F Locrian modality.  The unstable  

nature of  this chord creates an appropriately unsettling transition into 'LOSTiNSOUND'. The 

LOSTiNSOUND Bass Line
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D from this chord is undercut by the Db in the bass line of  the new F Locrian key centre. This 

sets up a contention between D and Db that will resurface later in the piece. 

Even as 'I to I' and 'LOSTiNSOUND' both share the tonic of  F, and both are expressions of  

solitude, there exists a marked contrast between their moods. This is largely due to the way the 

modal breadth of  each piece reflects and contributes to the expression of  the subject of  each 

piece. The transition from 'I to I' to 'LOSTiNSOUND' constitutes a change from the mode with 

the widest  intervalic  spread,  to the  mode with the narrowest.  By this I  refer  to the idea of 

ordering  the  church  modes  from  the  least  frequent  occurrence  of  minor  and  diminished 

intervals to the most frequent, an idea which corresponds with a scale from light, openness and 

optimism  at  one  extreme,  to  claustrophobic  darkness  and  negativity  caused  by  the 

preponderance of  smaller intervals at the other. Lydian is the mode with the least diminished 

intervals whereas Locrian has the most. Thus the widely spaced vastness of  F Lydian contributes 

to the lonely distance and detachment of  the lone traveller's perspective in 'I to I', while the  

tightly  packed  clutter  of  F  Locrian  casts  a  pervasive  claustrophobic  shadow  over 

'LOSTiNSOUND'. 

Because of  Locrian's diminished fifth it  cannot make a stable triad.  This  inherent instability 

creates a strong tendency to infer other tonics and collapse into other modes. It is this lack of 

harmonic certitude that instils this piece with its meandering sense of  being lost.

The first perception of  tonal change is at 0:16 when the clarinet enters playing a Cb as the guitar 

plays a Gb. Cb is the diminished fifth, and Gb the minor second of  F Locrian: the two most  

dissonant and unstable degrees of  that scale. This instability helps imply a shift in the modality 

towards Db Mixolydian. Db is present as the second note of  the bass line, and then again in the 

guitar part at the beginning of  the new phrase at 0:32. This helps reaffirm Db as the new tonic.  

The Db focus endures for eight bars (one cycle through the bass pattern) before descending 

back to the original tonality of  F Locrian for a further eight bars. In this light the F that begins  

each phrase of  the bass part alternates between functioning as the root note and an implied 
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mediant. When the piano enters, at 0:33 and again at 0:41, it further strengthens this shift to Db 

Mixolydian. Both entries feature a prominent Ab (scale degree five of  Db Mixolydian) and a Gb 

ostinato  which  persists  through multiple  cycles  of  the  bass  part.  This  semitone  opposition 

caused by the Gb ostinato in the non-Mixolydian sections contributes significantly to the tension 

in the piece while gradually increasing the momentum of  alternation between F and Gb, which 

implies a Gb Ionian tonality at times. The piano contributes further to the propagation of  Db 

Mixolydian from 1:38 where it features an Ab ostinato over a sustained Db which alternates with  

a Gb ostinato over a sustained Cb. As the piece progresses the modalities become less defined,  

as do the phrase lengths that delineate them. For example,  the most overt statement of  Db 

Mixolydian comes from the Rhodes at 1:19 which descends through Ab, Gb and Db at a point in 

the phrasing that had earlier been dominated by F Locrian.

However,  it  is  the  guitar  that  serves  as  one of  the main agents of  harmonic disruption.  It  

gradually introduces small servings of  C natural, which is foreign to the previous modalities of 

this piece. Its initial appearances are at 1:17 and 1:35: both sections that are dominated by F 

Locrian. Even as it contributes the fifth to the F in the bass it still disrupts the harmony creating  

markedly uneasy moments, due in large part to the presence of  the Gb piano ostinato which,  

with  the  C,  creates  an  additional  diminished  fifth  relationship  within  the  piece.  These  C 

interjections  pave  the  way  for  the  transition  at  1:50  where  the  beat  drops  out  and  C  is 

reintroduced, functioning for the first time as a stable fifth. The piano part introduces a G, D 

and F stack at 2:10 and the guitar re-enters alternating between two bars on C and two on Db.  

Interestingly, the piano omits the D when the guitar is playing C but restates it when the guitar  

plays Db, purposefully forcing the D and Db to inhabit the same space. These notes have been 

in contention since the transition from 'I to I' and this creates significant discomfort. 

This section (2:10) features a panoply of  notes (F, Gb, G, Ab, Bb, Cb, C, Db, D and E) creating a 

true chromaticism which unsurprisingly features the characteristic contention between Bb and 

Cb (the enharmonic equivalent of  Bb and B, which has featured so far in 'Firstup' and 'Liberty'). 
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This section  is  the  pinnacle  of  'LOSTiNSOUND's  sense  of  lostness:  indeed it  is  the  most 

ambiguous part of  the album. From here the piece ramps down and unravels until it completely  

subsides into a gentle closure with the final  guitar phrases.  Appropriately,  both of  these are  

descending fourth motifs.  The first being Gb to Db (3:22), and the second being F,  via Db 

before coming to rest on C (3:28). The more open feeling this imparts to the piece enhances the 

sense of  resolution as the guitar strikes concord with the F in the bass. This is a reflection of  

giving in to, and of  accepting solitude. 'LOSTiNSOUND' is the darkest personal chapter of  the 

album and from this  point the trajectory is reset to gradually  ascend towards predominantly 

more positive moods.

The clarinet was played by Rodrigo Arratia whom I recorded in the high ceilinged rock walls of  

my friend's flat in Santiago, Chile. All six residents of  this house are high school music teachers,  

some of  whom I played with when I lived in Santiago. I was playing 'LOSTiNSOUND' to my 

friend Felipedro with a view to having him play Oud to end the piece, at which point Rodrigo  

walked in playing his clarinet. Clarinet is one of  my favourite wind instruments and so it quickly 

became clear that clarinet would feature in this piece. We tried a take immediately, listened and 

discussed it, then recorded the take heard on the album: easy, spontaneous and effective. It is  

fitting that the two Chilean contributions to this album occur on concurrent tracks and that they 

are the pieces that deal with aspects of  my travels and explorations. 

The music video for this piece is an integral part of  the project and is one of  the components of  

which  I  am most  proud  (see  Video  Appendix  A).  It  adds  an  important  visual  dynamic  to 

Onsombil's overarching aesthetic of  rough precision.
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Dwobble

The transition into 'Dwobble' functions through the guitar's restatement of  the C that it ended 

on in 'LOSTiNSOUND', then descending to G in another example of  the thematically binding  

intervalic glue of  the perfect fourth. 

'Dwobble' can be considered in two distinct halves. Part A constitutes the first 4:25, from which 

point Part  B begins and continues to the end of  the piece.  In many ways 'Dwobble'  is  the 

apotheosis of  the album as it combines so many of  the  hallmarks of  Onsombil's sound: lush 

production, harmonic ambiguity, a rough approach to precision, characteristic instrumentation, 

and beats influenced by dub, jazz and Latin rhythmic forms. Part A is a warped interpretation of 

dub that combines a predominantly descending sparse bass line, mildly distorted Rhodes, sparse 

textural lead guitar, unusual use of  skank, modern synth sounds and shuffling drums. It brings  

together these parts and others in a carefully arranged succession that ensures clarity in spite of 

the tumbling bustle of  the dense instrumentation. The introduction features what is arguably an 

F major harmony superimposed onto a chromatic bass line.  

This is shown in the first twelve bars of  the bass chart above: from the repeat shows one phrase 

of  the main bass line from Part A. This main bass line features some subtle variations as it  

Dwobble: Introduction and Main Bass Lines
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repeats. The phrasing of  the first part of  the bass line is interesting. Firstly, it is a three bar 

phrase,  which is  a  little  unusual.  Secondly,  the  note  phrasing is  ternary:  one  note  per  three 

quavers. This brings me to the main point of  interest– that this ternary note phrasing effectively 

splits in half  the three bar harmonic phrase. There are four evenly spaced bass notes in the first  

half  (one and a half  bars), and one sustained note at the start of  the second half  (the remaining 

one and a half  bars).  This  creates a  marked quarternary pulse that  underlies  this section at  

exactly two thirds the rate of  the tempo as defined by the drum part. This is the product of  the  

double up of  ternary phrasing (bar numbers, and note values) which results in a very natural and 

even-sounding phrase length. After all,  an odd number plus another odd number will  always 

equal an even number.

This same bass line creates significant harmonic momentum by hanging on Db at the end of  its  

note phrases. The harmonic gravity of  C remains strong due to the initial C of  the guitar and  

because it is the fifth scale degree. When the bass finally submits and relaxes down to low C it  

functions as a pivot around which the harmony shifts to an A tonic.  Throughout this section B  

and Bb are in contention with one another meaning that the piece fluctuates between A Aeolian 

and A Phrygian. This recalls the contention between these two notes in 'Firstup', 'Liberty' and 

'LOSTiNSOUND',  and functions to create long distance continuity which contributes to the 

coherent unity of  the album. 

The dual oboes make their entry after the breathing space at 2:18, and their role is much like that 

of  the guitar in 'LOSTiNSOUND': it is the principal agent of  harmonic disruption. It focuses 

on the notes of  the C major triad which creates the sense of  a competing C major tonality in 

conjunction with the C that begins each phrase of  the bass. The oboe also features high B 

naturals  (2:53,  for  example)  which  ensures  that  the  conflict  between  B  and  Bb  remains 

prominent. 

The oboe was played by Nick Cornish, a professional classical oboist who is also at home in a 

jazz setting playing flute, soprano and alto saxophones. What I was after for this piece was a  
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warped oboe solo to inflect tension and to create a commotion in the rolling warmth of  the  

groove. With this brief  I asked Nick to improvise his part. We would try a take then discuss it.  

After each take I invariably asked him to make the next take more chaotic, crazy and strange. We 

continued this process until we recorded the two takes you hear on the album. The two oboe 

parts converse, interweave and disrupt, creating the effect of  two oboists soloing simultaneously 

in an interactive and reciprocal way. It is worth noting that Nick was not listening to one take  

while recording the next. The oboes embellish and tauntingly tease apart the harmony and push 

the  piece  towards  chaos  until  it  eventually  topples  into  the  sparse  instrumentation  of  the 

interlude (3:36) which sets up the restatement of  the introduction (3:55), effectively setting the 

scene for the transition into Part B.

Part B immediately locks into a new groove founded on the rhythmic divisions of  a 3:2 rumba 

clave and completely adopts the darkness of  A Phrygian that had intermittently obscured the 

tonality of  Part A. This section takes a very similar trajectory to the first in that it introduces a  

succession of  interlocking layers which are then torn apart and eventually subdued, this time by 

the  duelling  oboes,  chiming  fuzz  guitar  and  spasmodic  percussive  guitar  attack.  The  beat 

repeatedly resets and the piece descends ever further into chaos with each new drum entry and  

the deep weighty growl of  the bass-drops. One of  the layers of  this section is a guitar sample 

taken from the ending of  'I  to I', reminding the observant listener of  that recent period of 

darkness in the previous pieces. As the chaos subsides it constitutes the end of  the sustained 

triptych of  conflict that is 'I to I', 'LOSTiNSOUND', and 'Dwobble', particularly Part B.
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Walk This World

This is a cautiously eloquent piece that ascends into a mood of  unashamed optimism born of  a  

deep appreciation of  the beauty in this world. In the introduction I take a similar approach to 

the beginning of  the  album,  in  which I  employ the  unmasked veracity  of  tangibly acoustic 

instruments because of  their natural tendency to draw in the listener in an intimately disarming 

manner. The piece maintains a harmonious beauty even as it weaves through many peripheral  

deviations on its way to the triumphant forward momentum of  the second and third times of 

the final chorus (3:01). This piece interweaves some very fluid and natural events born of  the 

spontaneous  interplay  between  parts.  It  is  full  of  quirks  and  surprises  but  adheres  to  an 

overarching aesthetic of  simplified beauty and rough precision. 

The piece  fluctuates  between  E Lydian  and F# Mixolydian,  modalities  that  share  the  same 

palette of  notes, only introducing any foreign notes for a brief  chromatic descent on the bass  

from C# through to A# (the first example of  this appears at 0:13). The opening phrase of  the 

bass part descends an augmented fourth from A# through F# to arrive at an E that endures for  

over two bars. This pause on E indicates it as a temporary tonic just as it descends from the 

most characteristic degree of  the Lydian mode: the augmented fourth. This forges a coherence 

with the augmented fourth that characterises F Lydian in 'I to I', and the diminished fifth of  F  

Locrian in 'LOSTiNSOUND'. However, this instance in E Lydian is a semitone lower than the 

previous examples which adds a component of  descent and also a further contention between 

the A# augmented fourth of  this modality, and the B augmented fourth and Cb diminished fifth 

of  the  aforementioned  pieces.  That  is  to  say,  this  simple  bass  motif  creates  a  long-range 

contention between the notes of  Bb and B and their  enharmonic equivalents.  As this same 

opening phrase of  the bass line descends to F# underneath the C#m7(no5) chord of  the piano, 

it creates a stacked fourth sonority (C#, F# and B) reminiscent of  those in the very beginning of 

'Firstup'. This thematic link creates a strong restatement of  the welcoming tone of  that piece 

that furnishes 'Walk This World' with a sense of  rejuvenation and of  starting over.  
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The bass transcription below features one time through the twelve-bar phrase of  the verse,  

followed by one time through the sixteen-bar phrase of  the chorus. There are small variations 

between verses and choruses. This transcription corresponds with the section from the entry of 

the drumbeat (0:32) until the end of  the first chorus (1:45).

The chromatic descent which begins on the last quaver of  the fifth bar of  the bass transcription  

(0:45) gradually tips the modality into F# Mixolydian, where it  arrives definitively by bar ten 

(0:56). Please note that I am basing my discussion around the transcribed section of  the piece  

and that this also happens during other repetitions of  the twelve bar verse phrase. 

The function of  this piece in the overall scheme of  the album is very important in that it creates 

a sense of  long distance resolution. Not only do the major modalities of  this piece create a 

marked sense of  comfort in the context of  this album's preponderance of  minor and ambiguous  

harmony, but they also create this sense of  relief  by employing the very notes that have been in  

contention for much of  the album. The contention between Bb and B (and their enharmonic 

Walk This World Verse and Chorus Bass Lines
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equivalents) has been a prominent feature thus far, and it is of  crucial importance to note that 

this is  the first time that this is expressed by constituent notes of  the modes of  a piece, as 

opposed to the disputed scale degrees they have been up until this point. Indeed in the chorus of 

this piece (1:04), the most optimistic point of  the album thus far, the lowest and most essential 

notes of  the bass line are A# and B. The alternation between these notes is the main driving 

force behind the chord progression, meaning that these notes (the enharmonic equivalents of 

Bb and B) are not only agents of  conflict, but are also at the forefront of  communicating hope.  

Furthermore, at this significant departure from the established norms of  the album, the A# is 

no less than the major third of  the tonality of  F# Mixolydian. This means that the role of  the  

Bb and B contention that  has  created much of  the  ambiguity  and tension in  the  album is  

undercut at this point and turned on its head to provide us with a strong major inflection and  

sense of  resolution. It is appropriate too that the A# and B, while native to the key of  F# 

Mixolydian, are adjacent to the only chromaticism of  the piece, and indeed form part of  the 

chromatic bass run which keeps alive their association with ambiguity, even as they furnish the 

album with one of  its most harmonically stable passages. Given my intention to write an album 

to be listened to as a whole, such long distance tension and resolution is an essential feature of  

the overall form and flow of  this work. Such overarching wholeness and the use of  cyclic form 

are also essential  features of  the album that  served as my main  inspiration for this  project:  

Everyday by the Cinematic Orchestra (2002).
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Offtoo

Like 'Dwobble' this piece can be divided into two distinct halves. Part A constitutes the most 

playful  moments  of  this  album;  it  reflects  the  part  of  me  that  cherishes  spontaneity  and  

enjoyment of  simplicity. As such the transition from the 'Walk This World' is abrupt, almost  

spontaneous, and immediately replaces the previous more serious tone with one of  unashamed 

fun. The skank immediately nods its head to reggae, but, like 'Dwobble',  this track is an unusual 

reference to that style,  its sparse bass line taking more influence from Cuban music,  and its 

shuffling drum parts pointing back to jazzy hiphop. The sound aesthetic features a subtly raw 

room ambience that, despite its richness of  space and tone, allows the instruments to maintain a 

very natural and real quality. This was an approach I used for much of  the album but it is even 

more important in happy pieces such as this as the tendency for more slick production is to 

make happy music unbearably cheesy.  

'Offtoo' features an unusual rhythmic device whereby the bass and drums omit beat one at the 

beginning of  each eight bar phrase until re-entering strongly on the and of  beat two. This can be  

seen in the last eight bars of  the transcription overleaf. So, the vital role of  these instruments is 

repeatedly accentuated by their omission right at the moment most listeners would expect them 

to feature at their strongest. It also adds a small quirk which I like to think of  as shunted phrases.  

This is where rhythm parts displace themselves respectfully from the anticipated phrasing of  the 

harmonic rhythm. 

The first sixteen bars of  this piece make up the introduction, and constitutes a departure from 

the  clear  tonality  of  'Walk  This  World',  and  a  return  to  more  ambiguous  harmony.  The 

introduction bass line is largely chromatic, ranging from low Eb to the Cb below that.  This  

return to ambiguity features this album's signature contention between the Bb which is the fifth 

of  the  Ebm add9,  and  the  Cb  (enharmonic  equivalent  of  B)  of  the  Cb  sus2  chord.  The  

introduction appears to have an Eb focus due to the opening guitar chord and the Eb in the 

bass.  Once again the  tonality  is  minor  and,  as  so often features  in  this  album,  there  exists  
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contention at the sixth degree of  the scale. That is to say, there is a fluctuation between Eb 

Aeolian and Eb Dorian caused by the contrast between the Cb in the guitar and the recurring C 

in the bass part. This polymodality works to destabilise Eb Aeolian thus contributing to the  

harmonic ambiguity of  the piece.  These things can be seen in the  first  sixteen bars of  the 

transcription below.

The inclusion of  ambient sounds and intentional roughness also adds a casual and personable air  

to the proceedings, while providing strong steerage away from cheesiness. A few examples of 

this are the fret and pickup noises from the lead guitar, the footsteps preceding the chiming  

guitar entry at 3:25, and the warped shuffling drum fill between 0:55 and 1:00. 

The xylophone contributes significantly to the playful nature of  this piece. I strongly associate 

the sound of  this instrument with primary school music performances. I never performed, but 

watched and laughed as my friends (the class clowns) were relegated to improvised percussion, a  

job which they treated more as comedy than music. This group was the school's B Ensemble. 

Offtoo (Part A) Introduction and Main Bass Line
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While not comedy, the xylophone's skank does contribute a juvenile playfulness to the music.

The saxophone part was lifted from outtakes from the 'Firstup' saxophone recording session. It 

begins on Bb and uses the notes of  Bb Pentatonic minor, harking back to its original Eb minor 

context in 'Firstup' in which Bb was also one of  the prominent sources of  tonal ambiguity.  

Rearranged, and in the context of  'Offtoo', it lends a gently defiant quirk. Rather than taking 

centre stage as a lead instrument it unobtrusively blends into the instrumentation. Its precarious 

breathy tone is casual and playful as it creates an aged air of  smoky jazz in a lounge at an old 

band's house party. 

Over the length of  the piece this happy mood gradually disintegrates. The first explicit sign of  

this occurs at 2:20 with the dark eroded delay and the change in bass line. This gradual morph 

from happiness to a darker mood is reminiscent of  the sense of  imminent change that a DJ 

creates when performing extended beat mixing from an uplifting track into more brooding one.  

Eventually, the arrival of  the second guitarist results in the waves of  chiming fuzz which usher in 

the final topple from the first section into the sparsely populated Part B. 

Part  B starts  at  4:00  with  the  drums  instigating  an increase  in  tempo:  the  open snare  part 

distantly reminiscent of  some dark Latin timbale feature. The drums here bridge the transition 

into a new and ambiguous minor tonality with a much darker and austere mood. This piece is a 

musical expression of  the cold stark feeling caused when an important realisation quickly flips a  

situation from carefree fun to a heavy foreboding anxiousness. For example, if  one is to think 

deeply about the state of  the world it is impossible to escape the fact that Mother Earth is badly 

abused by our species. This can dampen the strongest enthusiasm. I find anger is the emotion  

that elicits the most intense drumming from me and it is a slowly brooding sense of  wrong that 

leads me through the evolution of  rhythm and sideways beat transitioning that feature in Part B. 

Part B of  'Offtoo' features the characteristic polymodality of  my music: in this case it places D  

Aeolian and A Phrygian into contention with one another. As can be seen in the transcription of 

the bass parts overleaf  there is a preponderance of  both D and A making it difficult to ascertain  
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which is the tonic. As D is the first note heard in this new section (4:15) it becomes a strong 

contender for the tonic. However the last and lowest note of  this phrase is A and the arrival at  

this note creates a satisfying feeling of  security, reminiscent of  a tonic note. 

By this late stage in the album the listener should hopefully have become accustomed to the 

harmonic ambiguity that characterises my music, and also somewhat familiar with my frequent 

use of  a prominent fifth in my bass lines. Given that A is the fifth of  D this throws things into  

further doubt. However, given the fact that the Bb in the self-sampled guitar part (the first entry  

in 'Offtoo' is at 5:17. The notes are A, E, G, Bb, F and C) does not contribute the type of 

instability that a minor second would, it insinuates that it is functioning as the sixth degree of  D 

Aeolian as opposed to the minor second of  A Phrygian.  It is not until this same entry of  the 

self-sampled  guitar  that  the  Cb  from Part  A's  Eb minor  is  definitively  ousted  by  Bb.  This 

constitutes  yet  another  manifestation of  the  opposition  between Bb and B (in  this  case  its 

enharmonic equivalent Cb) that is so prevalent in this album.

The violin also makes a reappearance in this piece and, like the saxophone and guitar part, it is  

Offtoo (Part B) Bass Parts
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also self-sampled. Compared to its role in 'I to I', the violin part has a considerably darker and 

more poignant effect in the minor tonality of  'Offtoo'. F Lydian was its original tonal context, 

and this self-sampling works so easily because D Aeolian and A Phrygian share all but one note  

with F Lydian. Unsurprisingly, the only two notes in contention between these tonalities are Bb 

and B, which  causes a long distance expression of  this most pervasive characteristic  of  the  

album. 

It is also worth noting the preponderance of  fourths in the violin parts. When this new violin  

part is finally featured in its entirety (5:30), the first two dyads are A and D, and G and C: stacked 

fourths. Also the entire upper melody (D, C, G, A, D and C) can be stacked as fourths: A, D, G 

and C.

It is significant that this piece features the most widespread use of  self-sampling on the album.  

After the short-lived sense of  resolution brought by 'Walk This World', and the overt fun of  Part  

A of  'Offtoo',  Part B is a return to the serious heart of  the album. The self-sampled parts,  

especially the violin and guitar, remind the listener of  those earlier moments of  worldly solitude 

and places them in a darker context than their original appearances. Part B is a regrouping of  

constituent parts, and a reestablishment of  trajectory and purpose after the respite of  'Walk This 

World' and Part A of  'Offtoo'. This gradual erosion of  fun and innocence into a stark and lonely  

reality creates an appropriately unsettling departure point to the following track.
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Mother

By casting in a negative light one of  the most perfect and beautiful images of  humanity, that of  a 

breast-feeding mother, the lyrics of  this piece are intended to provoke a deep feeling of  wrong. 

The verse lyrics build from serious and personal questioning to the rather offensive notion that  

the  relationship  between  mother  and  child  is  one  way  and  negative.  It  ends  hanging 

uncomfortably with a profane and harsh description of  humanity. This tension is momentarily  

relieved by the pre chorus revealing the true topic of  the song before again presenting a sad and 

disturbing image. The idea is to make people think of  their own mother or children, and then 

compare that love and respect with our species' treatment of  our Mother Earth. It is a horrible  

thought.

Verse

I got some questions I gotta put to ya,

They bout us all, your response affects the future.

Do you, like me, wanna start a family?

Perpetuate this cycle fundamentally natural?

Well a baby's gotta live and to live it drinks milk,

it will suck its momma dry without pausing to think.

And as all people grow up they just keep on sucking,

and I'm telling you now that that's what's fucking fucking our world.

Pre Chorus 

Poor Momma Earth

 she running outta milk

 and she's on her death bed 

but we just feed her back our filth.
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Chorus A

But we all need a mother. 

We all need a mother and I'm telling you now we ain't gonna find another! x 2

Chorus B

Who is ya mother?

 It's the Earth! 

And would ya … ya mother? 

I said hell no!

Who is ya mother?

Because English is the most widely understood language in the world the confronting nature of  

this piece is heightened considerably by its first intrusion on the album. Also, it is worth noting  

that the featured bilingualism highlights a global agenda for the message of  this album. These 

are problems that everyone on this planet is facing together. 

Descent is once again a major musical theme in this piece. It imbues the music with the deep 

momentum of  gravity. The tonality is D Locrian and it is appropriate that this most unsettled 

and darkest of  the modes is employed to add weight to the most serious and important track on  

the album. To further add to the disturbing tone of  this piece I employed a pitch shift effect on  

the room reverb that I used to create the acoustic space of  this piece. I set it slightly flat which 

gives the descending harmony a doom-laden, inharmonic smudge. The instrumentation of  the 

verse also contributes to the uneasy tone with its demented homage to piano montuno, and the 

guitar reminiscent of  some resuscitated antique lap steel. 

The chorus then shifts into an open and more optimistic D sus to C sus progression (this first  

appears at 0:45 but the first true chorus does not begin until  1:30) which supports the love, 
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respect and importance of  the chorus' lyrical flip side to the darkness of  the remainder of  the 

song. During these sections the tonality favours a G tonic making G Phrygian the key while also  

featuring my characteristic fifth (D) in the bass part.

Lyrically there are two main vocal hooks which, for the purposes of  discussion, I have labelled  

Chorus A and Chorus B. These parts employ hocket to occupy the other's rhythmic space and,  

while initially introduced separately,  they are combined to create an interlocking whole when 

conjoined as a vocal round at 3:25. This highlights the core issue of  the song as it juxtaposes the 

lyrics that speak of  our love and need for Mother Earth, with those that deal with the fact the 

that we are deeply disrespecting and destroying her. This is the most important issue of  our time,  

and yet many people refuse to confront or acknowledge it. My intention with this song is to 

make the issue too personal to ignore. 
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Though We Never

The transition into 'Though We Never' is sudden and unexpected yet smooth, and it creates a 

welcome respite from the tension of  'Mother'. The decrease in tempo further enhances the 

effect of  this release, as does the more lazy approach to rhythm, wherein certain parts sit slightly 

behind the beat. A good example of  this is the guitar part that spans the transition into this 

piece, as is the Rhodes part that first enters at 1:14.

Again, descent is the main theme of  the bass part as it leads the harmony through a Cm7 / / /  

AbΔ9 / / / F7sus4 / / / F7sus4 / / / progression. This places the instrumentation of  the 

piece firmly in C minor.

The vocalist in this piece is Toki Wilson. I have worked with him for a number of  years in bands 

and have witnessed his brilliance at close quarters. I had written some lyrics for this piece that  

dealt with New Zealand's isolated place in this world. They talked of  how we feel disconnected 

and somewhat safe from the turmoil of  the Northern Hemisphere but then turned this notion 

on its head with reference to how the North's pollution disproportionately affects the Southern 

Hemisphere's ozone layer. As Toki is such an instinctual musician he needed to use his own 

words to express these ideas.  The lyrics you hear on the album result  from his more subtle 

interpretation of  my original idea. I really like them.

I will never be a slave

I won't be so vague.

Never consider ourselves responsible,

for the rest of  the world.

So far away, the rest get burned.

On the edge of  the world the tables turn.

Reach out ya hand. Cooperate react.

Look me in my eye. Show respect.
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Once we recorded the main vocal, we overdubbed some backing vocal parts. Toki harmonised 

his original vocal with major thirds. This causes his vocal harmony to incorporate an A, which 

sits over the F in the vocals and the Ab in the bass. This means that the vocal mode is C Dorian 

while the instrumental mode remains C Aeolian. This is another manifestation of  the disputed 

sixth of  the scale. I love the small surprise that this quirk imbues in the vocal part.

The nylon string guitar  parts are mirror images of  one another  – one descending the other 

ascending  – which  could  be  seen  as  a  musical  manifestation  of  movement  and interaction 

between the global North and South. The delays that well up from these parts help contribute to 

a sense of  vastness which is entirely appropriate given the global subject matter of  this piece. 

This is the only piece on the album that uses electric bass guitar. I chose it to give the rolling  

depth that this groove required.  I find that double bass is much more suited to long notes;  

whereas the bass guitar was the right choice for this more clipped and busy style of  bass line. It  

is worth noting though that the strings on my bass guitar are flat wound, like those of  an upright  

bass, which helps make the difference between their respective tones less conspicuous.  

With the second entry of  the vocals I added a deep sub-bass synthesiser to the mix. This was 

partly to give the vocals more impact when they re-entered and partly because I love bass and 

want as much as possible in my music. This part is simply comprised of  F and features three  

notes at the start of  each two bars. This means it creates an extremely low F power chord in  

conjunction with the bass guitar at the start of  each four bar harmonic phrase before returning 

in unison with the bass for the third bar of  the phrase. The unconventional use of  the power 

chord in this low register creates a deeply satisfying rumble.

The outro to this piece conveys a wistful resignation which further assists the trajectory of  mood  

which has been relaxing its dark intensity since the end of  'Mother'. As such it sets the mood for  

the transition into the more optimistic closing track. 
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Wa/onder

'Wa/onder' is the breath of  light at the end of  the album. It is designed to leave the listener with 

a feeling of  positivity, one of  inspiration and optimism in the face of  the current and impending 

adversity in this world. It is significant that this piece features no self-sampled parts, which is a  

statement  of  a  new direction:  optimism in  the  face  of  adversity.  'Wa/onder'  is  simple  and 

features another example of  an unusual use of  skank. This time the skank is double time over a  

relaxed shuffle beat. It is occasionally accompanied by the sparsest bass line of  the entire album.

The piece establishes itself  in a B major tonality with the guitar skank that features a fourth (F# 

and B) throughout its upper register. This can be seen in the transcription below. This guitar part  

can be heard from the beginning of  the piece until 6:19.  

The lower parts of  the skank shift causing the part to repeatedly pass through a series of  stacked 

fourths (G#, C#, F# and B), reminiscent of  the previously discussed stacked fourths from the 

very beginning of  'Firstup'. This helps bring the album full circle with this preponderance of 

Onsombil's signature interval. 

Similar to its role in 'LOSTiNSOUND', the lead guitar is the main agent of  harmonic disruption 

in 'Wa/onder'. In the first main part of  the piece the guitar occasionally introduces an ascending 

D, F#, E motif  (1:04 for example) which introduces the minor third into what is prominently a 

B  major  tonality.  D  has  played  an  important  and  contentious  role  throughout  the  album, 

Wa/onder Guitar Skank
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appearing in a variety of  prominent situations in 'I to I', LOSTiNSOUND', Part B of  'Offtoo' 

and 'Mother'. So it is appropriate at this point in the album, where the overarching contention 

between Bb and B is finally resolved by the solid B grounding of  this piece, that D steps back 

into the role of  disputing scale degrees.

It is also worth mentioning that some of  the guitars are tuned a fraction sharp. The effect of  this  

is  reminiscent  of  the  slight  flattening  of  the  room  ambience  in  'Mother',  which  further 

contributed to the dark instability of  the D Locrian of  that piece. However, in this case the 

sharpened inharmonic smudge of  'Wa/onder' works in opposition to the mood of  its B major 

tonality and serves to subtly temper its optimism. Being sharp imbues a certain ascendant quality  

to its subtle inharmonic contribution and this still allows an uplifting mood to prevail.

The  whole  piece  builds  towards the  crumpling  cascade  of  drums  and  guitars  (2:44)  that 

eventually succumb to the gravity of  E at 2:57. I call this the chorus and its harmony features a 

multitude of  manifestations of  the fourth when the notes of  the seven different guitar parts are  

considered together. The first chord features the notes D#, G#, F# and B which is a stack of  

two fourth intervals. The second chord features F#, B, D#, G#, E and A, which is a stack of 

three fourths. And the third and fourth chords alternate between E, B, D#, G#, C# and F#, 

and E, B, D#, G#, E and A, both of  which feature two fourths. The A natural in the guitar part  

causes  a  shift  in  modality  to  B  Mixolydian.  The  pandiatonicism  of  this  section  effectively 

collapses the harmonic tension of  the piece and creates a powerful sense of  resolution. Once the  

bass  re-enters  at  3:04  its  sparse  part  pivots  between  E and F# creating  the  main  sense  of 

opposition  and  movement  in  the  harmony  while  it  also  constitutes  another  example  of  a 

prominent fifth in the bass. This persists through to the outro where the piece begins to ramp 

downwards from 4:38, lurching gently into increasing minimalism as instrument parts drop out 

one by one. The overt optimism of  this piece is restrained by ensuring that the satisfaction of 

the chorus is short lived. 

The rough aspects of  the guitar parts are integral to the undercutting of  the simplistic beauty of 
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this piece, in particular the spasmodic disintegration of  parts which starts in earnest from 4:25. 

The piece terminates with the lead guitar intoning a descending fourth from B to F# (6:17),  

during which the remaining rhythm guitar comes gently to a halt (6:19) followed by the lone lead 

guitar descending through a stack of  fourths (D, A and E in the guitar voicing, at 6:23). Thus, 

appropriately, the album ends as it began, with multiple statements of  the fourth: the interval  

most characteristic of  Onsombil's sound. It is open, and its ambiguity leaves things pending. 

This music is a reflection of  the contemporary world situation. Humanity is at a crossroads and 

things could go either way. The potential for our species to choose the wrong path in spite of 

the world is frighteningly likely, but there is a slim glimmer of  hope that the urgency of  this 

world's situation will lead to humanity's greatest cooperation yet. I have tried to keep this flame 

of  optimism alight in my music while also facing the harshest of  contemporary realities.
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Conclusion

Onsombil is  a venture into the beauty and darkness of  music,  an expression of  sadness and 

optimism, and an exploration of  mystery. It is my musical history distilled into 53 minutes and  

sixteen seconds. Warm, organic, confronting and realist; this album blurs the lines between dance 

music influenced production and the subtle inflections and variations of  a band; an organic  

whole bound together by my overarching penchant for rough precision. Consistency in the core 

instrumentation  of  Onsombil was  integral  to  creating  a  coherent  whole,  as  was  the  use  of 

seamless transitions between tracks and the cross-pollination of  signature themes through self-

sampling.  Textural  and  bass  synthesis  played  a  significant  supporting  role  to  the  beautiful 

richness of  acoustic instruments. Unusual use of  skank is another defining characteristic of  this  

album, something which is inextricably linked to the sparse but vital role of  the double bass. The 

double  bass  is  essential  both  to  the  sound  aesthetic  of  the  album,  and  in  defining  and 

complicating the harmony. This is manifest predominantly in its tendencies to pivot on the fifth 

degree of  the tonality, to introduce polymodality, and to create harmonic momentum beneath  

more static harmony parts. 

Throughout this process the role of  the computer in my music making has been crucial. It is my 

main compositional tool, indeed, without it  Onsombil would have been immeasurably different. 

However, the computer has also been my biggest challenge. Working within its limitations and its  

inherently inorganic framework has frequently complicated my creative process. The vast creative 

potential of  computer-based composition is, however, undeniable. Confronting and overcoming 

technological  difficulties  to  compose,  record,  mix  and  master  this  album,  while  retaining 

organicism and humanity, has been the most significant challenge in this project. I have learned a 

lot, and I am a better musician for it.

The interval  of  a fourth predominates throughout the album, insinuating pentatonicism and 

lending  an  openness  to  the  sound  that  helps  avoid  triadic  orthodoxy  and  functionality.  A 

consistently  recurring  contention  between  a  flattened  and  a  natural  sixth  scale  degree  is  a 
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prominent manifestation of  polymodality, as is the pervasive contention between Bb and B and 

its enharmonic equivalents. Together, these elements constitute the central harmonic tools for 

exploring conflict and ambiguity in this album. 

The overall emotional contour of  Onsombil is  of  utmost importance and reflects a tendency 

towards harmonic, melodic and modulational descent in my music. The album features two long-

range descents. The first spans 'Firstup' to the end of  'Dwobble', after which there is temporary 

respite in 'Walk This World' and Part A of  'Offtoo'. The second begins at the transition into Part 

B of  'Offtoo'  and reaches  the  album's  most  unsettling  depths  in  'Mother',  from where  the 

album's trajectory makes one final lunge towards hope.

While this album is a very personal expression of  my musical aesthetic, I choose to use it as a  

vehicle to deliver more universal messages; ones that I hope highlight the connectedness of  our  

world and its current plight. The subject matter of  'Mother' is at the crux of  this message, and  

because of  our shared complicity in this most crucial of  problems, I sought to emphasise its 

impact by provoking an appropriately deep discomfort in the listener. The interplay of  such 

darkness with light, founded in the contrast between harmonic conflict and resolution, is at the 

heart of  the wide emotive scope of  this album. The identification of  that essence brings me to  

the most fundamental of  my reasons for writing this music: a great personal desire to create a 

thing of  beauty. Music that is from the heart: sincere, truthful, and beautiful — because of  its 

imperfections. To achieve this I have collaborated with some of  my favourite musicians, who I 

am lucky enough to call my friends. With their help I have written an album that I love: shuffling  

beats, lush production, unusual use of  skank, harmonic ambiguity, deep bass, wide spectrum 

textures and diverse instrumentation, all bound up in an aesthetic of  rough precision.
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Appendix A: Album Instrumentation

The  names  in  parentheses  in  the  Live  Instruments  and  Sounds  column  give  credit  to  the  

musicians other than myself  who appear on the album. All other parts were performed by me.  

The track names in parentheses in the Self-Sampled column refer to the piece to which the part 

was recorded. However, it must be noted that the self-sampled part may not necessarily feature 

in the final edit of  the piece to which it was originally recorded.

Track Name Live Instruments 
and Sounds

MIDI Triggered 
Samples

Synthesised Self-Sampled

Firstup Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, Tenor and 

Soprano 
Saxophones (Paul 

Young), 
Trombone(Tim 

Walsh)

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano

High Wispy 
Textures, 

Bass Cello, 
Sine Sub 

Bass Drop 
Synth

Liberty Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars (Johnny 

Screech) 

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano

Emulated 
Rhodes 
(Aidan 
Fraser), 

Percussive 
Textures

Double Bass, Tenor 
and Soprano 

Saxophones (all 
from Firstup)

I to I Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, Violin 
(Alex Vaatsra), 

Voice (Ana María 
Barría), Chimes 

Double Bass

LostInSound Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitar, Clarinet 

(Rodrigo Arratia), 
Cowbell, Stones, 
Congas, Vocal 
Beatbox, Vocal 

Sample

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano

Emulated 
Rhodes, 

Gluck Delay

Dwobble: Part A Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, Knives, 

Oboe (Nick 
Cornish), Ukulele

Double Bass Emulated 
Rhodes,

Key Skank, 
Blippy and 

Washy 
Synths

Dwobble: Part B Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars (Johnny 

Screech and 
myself)

Double Bass Rhodes, 
Tyre Synth, 

Deep Growl, 
Dives

Guitar (I to I), 
Oboe (Dwobble 

Part A)
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Track Name Live Instruments 
and Sounds

MIDI Triggered 
Samples

Synthesised Self-Sampled

Walk This World Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano

Emulated 
Rhodes, 
Swarm 
Synth

Offtoo: Part A Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, 

Xylophone, 
Footsteps

Double Bass Cave Delay 
Synth, Sine 
Sub Bass 

Synth

Tenor Saxophone 
(Firstup)

Offtoo: Part B Drum Kit Double Bass Whale Belly 
Synth, Cave 
Delay Synth

Electric Guitar (I to 
I) Violins (I to I)

Mother Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, Voice, 

Stones, Ceramic 
Vase, Cymbals

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano

Tenor Saxophone 
(Firstup)

Smoulder Drum Kit, Bass 
Guitar, Voice (Toki 
Wilson), Cymbal, 

Nylon String 
Guitar

Grand Piano Emulated 
Rhodes, Sub 

Wobble 
Synth

Electric Guitar 
(Mother)

Wa/onder Drum Kit, Electric 
Guitars, Cowbell,

Double Bass, 
Grand Piano
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Video Appendix A

Saltau,  E.  (2010)  LOSTiNSOUND [music  video  (data  disk  supplied  and  available  online: 

http://vimeo.com/11859784)], Splashroom Media.

Video Appendix B

Saltau, E. and Sargeant, C. (2010) Onsombil Live at Sammy's [video (data disk supplied and 

available online: http://vimeo.com/18070703)], Private footage converted by Splashroom 

Media. 
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